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Ba Sangam College 

Year 10 

Social Science 

Worksheet 4 

Strand I – Social Organization and Processes 

Multiple Choice 

1. Who rules in a traditional government? 

A. King              B. Queen               C. Emperor               D. Chief 

2. What does exploitation colonialism involve? 

A. large scale immigration          B. fewer migrants 

C. access to power                       D. access to resources 

3. Which regime has power in the hands of a few? 

A. monarchy         B. democracy       C. oligarchy           D. autocracy 

4. Which type of government is administered by the church? 

A. federal             B. presidential       C. ecclesiastical       D. commonwealth 

5. Which type of government is elected by the people? 

A. oligarchy       B. democracy       C. dictatorship           D. autocracy 

6. What government system allow citizens to own businesses? 

A. colonial         B. capitalist          C. communist             D. Marxist 

7. How do dictators acquire their status? 

A. election        B. use of force       C. negotiation             D. voting 

8. Which governing system create a classless society? 

A. communist     B. capitalist      C. emirate                    D. traditional 

9. Which of the following is a feature of colonial government? 

A. no elected body                       B. chief rules 

C. military rule                              D. people have rights and freedom 

10. What types of government consist of only one political party? 

A. totalitarian           B. confederacy       C. republic            D commonwealth 
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1. Who is eligible to vote in a national election? 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

2. Why do people vote? 

____________________________________________________________________ 

3. Identify the personnel that manages the entrance to the polling venue and state his or her role. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

4. Describe the role of the inside queue controller. 

________________________________________________________________________ 

5. Who checks the voter identification card and indicate where to sign?  

_______________________________________________________________________ 

6. What is the role of the ballot paper issuer? 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

7. Differentiate between observers and polling agents. 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

8. What happens after the voter has cast the vote? 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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9. Describe the role of the ballot box guard. 

__________________________________________________________________________ 


